Characters: LION, TIGER

Setting: Africa outside, Ponds, Sun, Animals

Plot: The Lion and the Tiger don’t have a friend but they become friends by meeting each other

LION: I wish I had a friend.

TIGER: I wish I had a friend.

LION: I have to do something or I will never have a friend.

TIGER: I’ve got to find a friend.

LION: Okay lets see who I can find.

TIGER: Alright let’s see here.

LION: I wonder if this will take awhile.

TIGER: Hey look there’s someone hello.

LION: Hey there’s someone.

TIGER: Oh he doesn’t like me.

LION: Oh darn wrong animal.

TIGER: Well it is night time

LION: I’ll try to find someone tomorrow. ZZZZZZ

TIGER: Headed out again.

LION: Okay let’s go out.

TIGER: There’s someone.

LION: Oh look.

TIGER: Darn!!!

LION: Oh dang
TIGER: Night time again.
LION: I better catch some Zeez...ZZZZzzz....
TIGER: Morning again.
LION: Alright I caught enough Zzz.
TIGER: Let’s go over here.
LION: Hmm let’s go over here.
TIGER: Oh not again.
LION: Ohhh!!!
TIGER: Day 3 night time I need too find a friend and quick.
LION: ZZZ.
TIGER: Day 4 morning I head out.
LION: Let’s see here hmmm.
TIGER: hmm maybe over here.
LION: Let’s see over here.
TIGER: let’s try this spot.
LION: Let’s go over here.
TIGER: Oh let’s go over here.
LION: Hello Tiger
TIGER: Hello do you want to be friends with me.
LION: Sure let’s go play and be best friends.